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Betting History of Super Bowls 

Why does history matter?  I always say, I want to KNOW what happened, even though it surely doesn’t 

dictate what happens NEXT!  You’ve heard it before, “past performance is not indicative of future 

returns, some people can and do lose money!”  I missed the first 2.5 Super Bowls, first tuning in for the 

second half of SBIII when Namath pulled the upset.  Watched every one since, only once in person (the 

Washington blowout vs. Broncos in San Diego.) 

History of Over/Under 

The only trend is that there’s no real trend.  There have been 27 “overs” and 26 “unders”.  (There was 

no total posted in the first game, so yes that’s 53 outcomes in 54 games.) 

Most don’t really come that close.  Closest games to the total were: 

  ½ point games (3) 

XV  Oakland over Philly 27-10  Under 37.5  

XIX SF over Miami 38-16  over 53.5  

The “Marino vs Montana Game I” – oh wait, there never was a II. 

XXXIII Denver over Atlanta 34-19 over 52.5  

1 point games (3) 

XVI SF over Cincy 26-21  under 48 

XVIII Oak over Wash 38-9  under 48 (yup, Moseley missed the PAT) 

XLI Indy over Chi 29-17  under 47 

How many totals came within the range of winning a teaser?  Only 17 (including the 6 above) of the 54 

games that finished within the 6 point teaser range!  But remember, there’s two ways to bet that teaser, 

so that really means the 6 points “helped a loss become a win” only 17 of 108 times.  Just one more 

example of why you don’t tease game totals!  It helped you 7 times on an “under” and 10 times on an 

“over”, but rest of the games you won or lost without the 6 points.  Another way to look at it, “the 

house” was happy in 37 of the 54 games as both up and down teasers were the wrong play.  

The lowest game total was 33 and it was three years in a row in SB VII, VIII, and IX. Of course they all hit 

UNDER, as defenses dominated and offenses ran the ball while the clock barely stopped!  Miami over 
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Washington 14-7, Miami over Minnesota 24-7, and Pitt over Minnesota 16-6.   I recall how exciting it 

was to see a high flying, great Super Bowl the next year (X) as Dallas and Pitt played a “shootout”, 21-17 

and went WAY over the 36.  

What was the highest game total?  Super Bowl LIII (53) Patriots vs Rams closed at 57.5.  So of course the 

highest total in 54 years was also the LOWEST scoring game ever, as Pats won 13-3 (taking that Pitt 16-6 

win out of the books after 44 years!)  Some may say Patriots vs Falcons, because it flirted with 58s 

before settling on 57 game day. 

Of the 12 SB games with a game total OVER 50, only 4 have hit the over while 8 stayed under that high 

total.  The “Overs” were the early mentioned Broncos over Falcons and 49ers over Dolphins (both by 0.5 

point.)  Others were XXIX where SF pounded SD 49-26 and SB LI which was the ONLY of the last 7 (>50s) 

to go over, and the Pats needed OT to get over the 53.5 total, 34-28 over Atlanta.  So if you went over 

on the expected high scoring games (over 50) since 2000, you are 1-6 and needed that OT TD just to get 

the “1”! 

The two highest scoring games were the SF over Chargers 49-26 (75) and the Philly over the Pats 41-33 

game (74).  

Now, on to the spreads! 

The Favorites hold a slim lead 28-23-2 over the underdogs.  But that’s a bit tilted by the hot start, where 

the favorites covered 9 of 10 after the merger.  (It was 2-2 before the merger.) Since then the dogs have 

gone 20-17-2.  If you are wondering why it adds up one short, it’s because the Pats win over the 

Seahawks (the Malcolm Butler game) went off at a “pick ‘em”. 

How often did the spread even matter?   Well the dogs won outright in 17 of those 23 upsets, meaning 

only 6 favorites won while failing to cover the number.   

SB X Pitt 21-17 (-7) over Dallas  SB XXIII  SF 20-16 (-7) over Cin 

SB XXX Dall 27-17 (-13.5) over Pitt SB XVIII Pats 32-29 (-7) over Carolina 

SB XXXIX Pats 24-21 (-7) over Phil SB XLIII  Pitt 27-23 (-7) over Arizona  

Note a lot of ‘7s” in there.  In fact the team laying -7 is only 2-6-1 in all Super Bowls. The “TD Favorite” 

has been the kiss of death, although only the Bills lost outright (to NYG, 20-19.) 

So, if you can pick the game winner, you were also right vs. the spread in 48 out of 54 Super Bowls.  Of 

course that’s easier than it sounds, given that the dogs have pulled off outright upsets 17 times in 53 

tries. 
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Biggest upsets started right out with Jets +18 in SB III followed by Chiefs +12 in IV. After Packers routed 

the AFL twice, the big lines in next two may have been very inflated as both dogs won easily.  The lines 

in those first 4 games were pure crapshoots, since the AFL and NFL didn’t play each other before Super 

Bowls.   It was after those 2 easy wins as big dogs that the leagues “merged” and it settled down.  Since 

then there have been TEN teams favored by double digits, and while seven won the game outright, they 

only went 5-4-1 ATS (only the Cowboys in XXX won but didn’t cover.)  The three double digit underdogs 

to WIN outright were Denver +11 over Green Bay in XXXII, Patriots +14 over Rams in XXXVI (aka TBI), and 

NYG +12 over Patriots in XLII.     

Since the Steelers were -7 vs the Cardinals in XLIII, the last 12 have all been tight spreads of -5 or less 

and 7 of the 12 have been <=3 points.  That’s quite a contrast to the big spreads prior to this recent run, 

as only 5 of 24 spreads were under a TD stretching from the 85 Bears to 2009 Steelers.  So this 

generation has only experienced close matchups (on paper) compared to nearly 25 years of mostly 

mismatches! 

Finally, what were the biggest victories VS the spread?  Interestingly, 4 of the top 5 were DOGS routing 

the favorites. 

1. (+37.5) SB XLIII Seattle beat Manning’s Broncos by 35 as a 2.5 point dog! 

2. (+35) SB XXII Washington beat Denver by 32, as 3 point dog 

3. (+33) SB XXIV when 49ers routed Denver (Elway) 55-10 laying -12 

4. (+32) SB XVIII Raiders smoked Washington by 29 as 3 point dogs 

5. (+31) SB XXXVII Tampa Bay pounded Raiders by 27 as a 4 point dog 

Six games have been decided by exactly 3 points, but quite surprisingly only ONCE has a final margin 

been less than 3 and of course that was “Wide Right” when NYG beat Bills 20-19.  But since Buffalo was -

7 in that game, it was decided before that fateful kick.  Of course there was the one OT game, which can 

count as a “tie” after regulation, before the Pats won by 6, laying -3.  More importantly, how many times 

was the spread REALLY close to the final gun? There’s been two “Pushes” in SB history, the Rams by 7 

over Ten (SB XXXIV) and the Packers by 14 over the Pats (SB XXXI).  But the narrowest Wins (or losses) 

were: 

1. ½ point:  Pitt over Dallas (XIII) 35-31 laying -3.5 (Black Sunday, see below.) 

2. ½ point: Colts over Dallas (V) 16-13 laying -2.5 

3. 1.5 points:  Pitt over Rams (XIV) 31-19 laying 10.5 

No story is complete without reference to Black Sunday in Vegas for SB XIII.  The Steelers opened at -2.5 

and drew nearly all the action.  It got as high as -5 to attract the Cowboys action before it closed at -4.  

The Stardust even decided to draw the action away from other books by offering +4.5 if you wanted 
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Dallas and -3.5 if you wanted Pitt.  You guessed it; Pitt’s 35-31 win made nearly all bettors winners.  

Books lost over $3million which sure seems like nothing in today’s terms, heck, it’s just one Floyd 

Mayweather ticket! 

How about the biggest game for Mr X?  Easily the Packers vs Patriots in XXXI.  Green Bay opened at -

12.5 and I pounded the Pack hard.  By Sunday morning it closed at -14 but one “local” guy had it briefly 

at 14.5 so I took 67% of my play ‘back” on Pats +14.5.  Green Bay was leading by 13 in the 4th, smack in 

the middle, when the Patriots scored to cut it to -6.  Desmond Howard took the kickoff to the house!  As 

I was celebrating, the Pack was about to kick the XP to go up 13 when they called a timeout and it went 

to a commercial.  The whole time I’m fearing they realized a 2 pointer was the right move, and sure 

enough after the commercial, my fears were realized as they lined up to go for 2.  A miss would kill it.  

But they converted and the 14 point victory came home, the final spread pushed, and I hit both sides. 

Will Bucs vs Chiefs be noteworthy enough to get into this recap?  Probably not, but should be a great 

matchup with today’s best player vs. the GOAT. 

Only sure thing is that if not for the Super Bowl, would anyone still know what “Roman Numerals” are? 


